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Coding of Time-Varying Signals in Spike Trains 
of Integrate-and-Fire Neurons with Random Threshold 

Recently, methods of statistical estimation theory have been applied 
by Bialek and collaborators (1991) to reconstruct time-varying velocity 
signals and to investigate the processing of visual information by a di- 
rectionally selective motion detector in the fly's visual system, the H1 
cell. We summarize here our theoretical results obtained by studying 
these reconstructions starting from a simple model of H1 based on ex- 
perimental data. Under additional technical assumptions, we derive a 
closed expression for the Fourier transform of the optimal reconstruc- 
tion filter in terms of the statistics of the stimulus and the characteris- 
tics of the model neuron, such as its firing rate. It is shown that linear 
reconstruction filters will change in a nontrivial way if the statistics 
of the signal or the mean firing rate of the cell changes. Analytical 
expressions are then derived for the mean square error in the recon- 
structions and the lower bound on the rate of information transmission 
that was estimated experimentally by Bialek et al. (1991). For plausible 
values of the parameters, the model is in qualitative agreement with 
experimental data. We show that the rate of information transmission 
and mean square error represent different measures of the reconstruc- 
tions: in particular, satisfactory reconstructions in terms of the mean 
square error can be achieved only using stimuli that are matched to 
the properties of the recorded cell. Finally, it is shown that at least 
for the class of models presented here, reconstruction methods can be 
understood as a generalization of the more familiar reverse-correlation 
technique. 

1 Introduction _ _ _ ~  

In many animals auditory and visual stimuli are detected by the peripli- 
era1 sensory system and processed centrally with an appreciable temporal 
resolution, ranging from typical reaction times of 30 msec in free-flying 
flies down to the discrimination of time delays in the microsecond range 
for sound location in barn oivls and for echolocating bats (Land and Col- 
lett 1974; Simmons 1979; Moiseff and Konishi 1981). The coding of such 
information in neuronal spike trains and its subsequent elaboration are 
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subjects that are still poorly understood. While single neurons might 
transmit information primarily through their mean firing rate (Adrian 
1928), it has also been emphasized that additional information could be 
encoded in the temporal structure of neuronal spike trains (see for ex- 
ample, Poggio and Viernstein 1964; Miller and Sachs 1983; Optican and 
Richmond 1987; Bialek e t a / .  1991; Softky and Koch 1993; Middlebrooks 
ef al. 1994). Collective phenomena in large groups of neurons such as syn- 
chronization or temporal oscillations in the correlation of multiple-unit 
firing rates might as well contribute to the processing of information in 
central nervous pathways (Eckhorn et al. 1988; Gray et al. 1989). But the 
relation between single cell codes and neuronal population codes remains 
unclear. 

In this context, it is of interest to study how much information the 
spike train of a single cell is able to carry about a time-varying stimulus. 
One approach to investigate this problem consists in presenting repeat- 
edly to the animal a stimulus drawn from an ensemble with known prob- 
ability distribution while recording the evoked spike trains from a single 
neuron. By applying methods of stochastic estimation theory (Wiener 
1949; Saleh 1978; Poor 1994), it is then possible to compute a temporal 
filter k ( t )  that, when convolved with the spike train of the neuron in 
response to a stimulus s ( t ) ,  will produce an estimate seSt( t )  of s ( t ) .  In 
other words, it is possible to reconstruct part of the time-course of the 
stimulus from the spike train. Such methods have been introduced into 
neurobiology by Bialek and collaborators to study the transmission of 
information by peripheral sensory neurons in a variety of preparations 
(Bialek et al. 1991; Rieke et a/. 1993). These authors have computed a 
lower bound on the rate of information transmitted by seSt( t )  about s ( t ) .  
In the case of the visual system of the fly, a wide-field horizontal cell 
of the lobula plate (in the third-order optic ganglia of the fly), the H1 
cell, is capable of transmitting at least 32 bit/sec of information about a 
time-varying velocity stimulus presented to the fly. 

The reconstructions reported by Bialek et a/ .  (1991) and Rieke et a/. 
(1993) raise several interesting questions. One would first like to know 
the biological significance of the filter k :  it has been suggested that sim- 
ilar algorithms might be implemented at the level of single neurons to 
decode presynaptic spike trains (Bialek et a/.  1991). A related problem 
is to clarify the connection to neuronal encoding mechanisms as well 
as to the underlying biophysics of single cells. For example, it is not 
clear how the properties of the recorded neuron, such as its firing rate, 
affect estimates of the filter h(t) .  One would also like to know the rela- 
tionship between the rate of information transmission of the neurons, as 
estimated in previous studies, and the measure quantifying the qnality 
of reconstructions, the mean square error. Several issues related to these 
questions have been addressed in earlier theoretical work (Bialek 1989; 
Bialek and Zee 1990; Bialek 1992), but the models considered did not 
allow an explicit calculation of the reconstruction filter k .  We report here 
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that by using different models, it is possible to obtain a closed formula for 
the reconstruction filter and to compare directly theoretical results with 
earlier experimental work. More technical details and further theoretical 
results are contained in Gabbiani (1995). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe 
the linear reconstruction of signak from spike trains and derive formulas 
for the rate of information transmission and the mean square error in 
the reconstructions. Section 3 introduces the class of models that we are 
studying, while in Section 4 we present results obtained with a simplified 
version of these models. Finally, we discuss our results in Section 5. 

2 Linear Estimation of Time-Varying Signals from Neuronal Spike 
Trains 

Let s , , ( t )  be a gaussian random stimulus with finite variance that is pre- 
sented to the animal. In the experiments performed by Bialek e t a / .  (1991), 
S,I( t ) was the velocity of a random pattern presented to the fly: it consisted 
in a zero mean gaussian white noise signal with cut-off frequency f c  = 

1OOOHz and a standard deviation of 132deg/sec. Let rl,(t) = C, b(f - t i )  
be the spike train recorded from the cell. We assume that s c i ( t )  is band- 
width limited with angular cut-off frequency = 27fc and that s , l ( t )  and 
r , i ( f  i are jointlv (weakly) stationary. 

Let 5,) and .I-" be the mean values of st,( f I and s , l (  t ), respectively. In the 
following we will consider the stimulus and spike train with their mean 
value subtracted,' s(  f ) = s,)( t ) - s,] and s/ t ) = s,,( f ) - rl). We write down a 
linear estimate sesi(t)  of the stimulus s(  t )  given the spike train by setting 

s,,tit) = l l t , I l ( t , ) r ( t - t , i  ! .  
The linear filter I I  is to be chosen in such a way as to minimize the mean 
square error between the stimulus and the estimate of the stimulus, 

F ( I l ) z  = ( / S ( t )  - scit j t) j l>;.  (2.1) 

where the brackets ( ' )  mean average over the presented stimuli and 
recorded spike trains. 

If we define the cross-correlation between the stimulus and spike train, 

R5,jr)  = (s( t i r ( t  t 7 ) )  

the autocorrelation function of the spike train, 

R , , ( T )  = ( ~ ( t )  ~ ( t  + T ) )  

' l i  the stiinulus or the spike train sample functions contam other deterministic coni- 
ponents, these need to be subtracted as well (see Wiener 1949, sect. 2.4). 
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and their Fourier transform' through 

S,,(w) = / d T R , , ( T )  elwT% 

S,,(J) = / d T X , , ( T )  el"', 

it follows from the orthogonality principle (Poor 1994, sect. V.D.l) that 
the Fourier transform of the optimal linear filter h ( f ) ,  

A 

k(w) = d t h ( t )  el'". .I 
is given by3 

In practice, the Fourier transform h^(w) is approximated numerically by 
the discrete Fourier transform and Ssx(w), S,,(w) are computed by re- 
placing averages over the stimulus ensemble by time-averaging over a 
single sample of the ensemble (Oppenheim and Schaffer 1975; Rabiner 
and Gold 1975). 

Since the filter h is derived by minimizing the mean square error be- 
tween the stimulus and estimated stimulus (see equation 2.1), the natural 
measure for the quality of reconstructions is the mean square error, t2. 

Experimentally, a numerically accurate estimate of t2 is obtained from 

where s k  and seSt k are the sample points of the stimulus and estimated 
stimulus, respectively. To gain theoretical insight in the dependence of 
F~ on the choice of the stimulus ensemble, it is convenient to define the 
"noise" contaminating the reconstructions as the difference between sebt (f) 
and s ( t ) ,  

n ( t )  = S,,t(f) - s i t )  * sest(t) = s ( t )  + n( t ) .  
The mean square error in the reconstructions is then given by 

1 
27r -wc 

= - dw S,,(W), 

2S,(w) is the power spectrum of the spike train. 
do not impose a causality constraint on the filter k ,  since this requires solving 

the causal Wiener-Hopf equation (see Wiener 1949; Poor 1994, sect. V.D.2). Practically, 
h has a finite support in the time domain and causality could also be implemented by 
introducing a delay in the reconstructions (Rieke 1991). 
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where S,,ll(w) is the power spectrum of the noise. From the definition of 
the noise, 

In this latter equation, S,,(w) is the power spectrum of the stimulus en- 
semble. 

If we define the signal-to-noise ratio as 

we may rewrite 

It follows from this latter equation that the mean square error in the 
reconstructions depends on the signal-to-noise ratio as well as on the 
bandwidth of the signal. The larger the signal-to-noise ratio, the smaller 
the mean square error. If, on the other hand, the signal-to-noise ratio is 
equal to 1 in some frequency band A, 

SNR(w)  = 1 for w E A 

then the entire power of the signal in this frequency band contributes to 
the mean square error: 

(2.4) 

In the extreme case where the spike train is completely unrelated to the 
signal, 

SNR(w) = 1 for all w, IwI 5 w,, 

it follows that the mean square error coincides with the variance g2  of 
the signal, 

2 
f- = ~ J.YI dwS,,(w) = ( s ( t )  ) = cr2 

271 -wc 

From this we conclude that the relative mean error, defined as 

(2 .5)  

is an appropriate measure of the quality of the reconstructions in the time 
domain, with E ,  = 1 if the reconstructions are not better than chance and 
F, + 0 in the limit of perfect reconstructions. 

In earlier work on the subject, the reconstructions were quantified by 
using a different measure, the rate of information transmitted by seSt( t )  

E 

0 
Fr = -- 
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about s ( t )  (Bialek ef al. 1991; Rieke et al. 1993). The quantity computed in 
Bialek et al. (1991, equation 2) and Rieke ef al. (1993, equation 3) is not an 
exact estimate of the mutual information rate I(seSf;sl4 between s ( t )  and 
seSt ( t )  but rather a lower bound, ILB, 

I(Sest;s) 2 ILB 

and the true rate of information transmission I(seSt;s) could take any 
value greater than or equal to ILB. It is possible to show that ILB can be 
computed by using the simple formula, 

ILB = Iw' dw log [ S N R ( u ) ]  (in bit/sec). (2.6) 4~10g(2)  -wc 

This avoids altogether the computation of the gain g(w) introduced in 
Bialek etal. (1991) and Rieke et al. (1993) and thus simplifies and improves 
the numerical estimate of 1LB.5 Complete arguments regarding these two 
assertions can be found in Gabbiani (1995, section 3 and appendix I). As 
mentioned in the Introduction, in the case of the fly H1 neuron ILB = 
32 bit/sec. The lower bound ILB depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, but 
does not directly depend on the bandwidth of the signal. The frequency 
band 

a = {u  I SNR(w)  > l} 

contributes to information transmission whereas no information is trans- 
mitted if S N R ( u )  = 1. It is hence clear from equations 2.3 and 2.6 that 
the mean square error and ILB represent different measures of the recon- 
structions. This will be further illustrated in the numerical example of 
Section 4. A lower bound on the rate of information transmission per 
spike, Is,  can be obtained by dividing by the firing rate X of the cell: 

Is = ILB - x (in bit/spike). 

3 A Simplified Model of Motion Encoding in H1 Neurons 

The lobula plate is a third-order neuropil in the visual system of the fly, 
which is believed to be a major motion computation center involved in 
visual course stabilization as well as visual fixation and discrimination 
of objects (Hausen and Egelhaaf 1989). In addition to small retinotopic 
elements, the lobula plate contains giant tangential cells that integrate 
motion signals over a large portion of the visual hemifields (Hausen 

~ 

41(~ , , t ;~ )  is itself a lower bound on the rate of information transmitted by the spike 
trains on the stimulus, see for example Rieke et al. (1993). 

jThe power spectrum of the stochastic noise process used in Bialek e f  al. (1991) and 
Rieke et al. (1993) can also be computed without introducing g(w) (see Gabbiani 1995, 
appendix I). 
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1984). H1 is a directionally selective cell belonging to the subclass of 
horizontal tangential neurons and is sensitive to horizontal back-to-front 
motion presented to the ipsilateral eye.6 It is believed that H1 is part 
of the neural circuitry underlying the optomotor response of flies (Eck- 
ert 1980), although its role is not clear since H1 is a heterolateral element 
connecting the two lobula plates and since it does not directly contact de- 
scending neurons that project to the motor centers of the thoracic ganglia 
(Strausfeld and Bassemir 1985). Nevertheless, the mean response of H1 
has been shown to encode reliably the velocity contrast (or equivalently, 
contrast frequency contrast) of sinusoidal moving luminance patterns, at 
least at low modulation frequencies (Jian and Horridge 1991). 

The stochastic activity of H1 in response to steady motion of sinu- 
soidal gratings has been described by an integrate-and-fire model with 
random threshold under a wide range of velocities' (Gestri ct d. 1980). 
This is illustrated in Figure 1A: the stimulus s i t )  is first passed through 
a filter F to yield the somatic current q , ( t )  (> 0 )  (possibly after addition 
of a background current q , ~ ,  which describes the spontaneous activity of 
the cell). This current is then integrated to give the somatic voltage y ( t ) .  
When y ( t )  reaches the threshold k,,, an action potential is fired and the 
voltage is reset to zero after an absolute refractory period 6. The thresli- 
old is also reset to a new random value kl  drawn from a given probability 
density distribution y i k ) .  In such models, the probability distribution p ( k )  
coincides up to constant factors with the interspike interval distribution 
of the cell in response to steady stimuli. I t  has been shown by Gestri ct 
nl. (1980) that p ( k )  varies with the mean firing rate of the cell (see Fig. 1B) 
and these authors report an  absolute refractory period in the range of 
2-6 msec. The assumption of a random threshold distribution represents 
a convenient phenomenological description accounting for the trial-to- 
trial variability of H1 spike trains in response to the same stimulus, but 
it is not meant to imply that variability is due to the spike generating 
mechanism. Indeed, i t  is likely that a substantial portion of this noise is 
presynaptic to H1 (Laughlin 1989; Bialek e t a / .  1991). 

The integrate-and-fire model with random threshold has two further 
properties of interest: 

1. The standard deviation CT of the interspike interval distribution (af- 
ter subtraction of the absolute refractory period h ,  if b # 0) varies 
linearly with the mean interspike interval of the cell under steady 
stimuli (i.e., the coefficient of variation of the interspike interval 
distribution is independent of the mean firing rate). This fact is 
experimentally supported for H1 (Gestri ct (11. 1980; see also Fig. lB,  
inset). 

"Each ily has two H1 iwurons, one in e'icli lohula plate. 
'The directionally selective movement detector studied by Gestri cf rrl. (1980) was 

not identificd anatomically a5 being HI.  However the response properties of H1 to 
visual stimuli are unique among horizontal tangential cells and are hence in principle 
sufficient to identify it. 
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F: Filtering of the signal (%(t)ZO) 
&(t)=q,(t)+q, : somatic current 

y(t): membrane voltage 

0 

threshold 

II= 8.4 ms u= 43.4ms 

lo' . do & ' l L  
time 

10" 

1 oJ t .  do sb 150 

P= 74.2ms 

1 m2 

1 oJ 

ms 

Figure 1: (A) schematic diagram illustrating the integrate-and-fire model with 
random threshold. The first box (m) represents the filtering of the input signal, 
which yields the positive current q S ( t )  injected into the cell. This current is then 
added to a current 40 that represents the background activity of the cell and 
passed through an integrator (m) to yield the somatic voltage y ( t ) .  When 
y(t) reaches threshold a spike is generated, the voltage is reset to zero after 
an absolute refractory period 6, and the threshold is reset to a new random 
value. (B) Experimentally measured change of the interspike interval probability 
density distribution of the H1 neuron with increase in the mean interspike 
interval (adapted from Gestri et al.  1980). The absolute refractory period 6 = 
4 msec has been subtracted. The inset shows the standard deviation (0) of the 
interspike interval distribution as a function of the mean interspike interval ( P I .  
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2 .  The mean firing rate of an integrate-and-fire neuron with random 
threshold is proportional to the somatic current’ q,(t) (Gestri rt  a / .  
1980) so that the model can, in principle, take into account the 
responses to velocity contrast observed in H1 (Jian and Horridge 
1991). 

We will make the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1. The filter F consists in a linear filtering by some filter K 
of the velocity signal s(  t )  followed by half-wave rectification, 

and 

with the positive currents 9$(t)  each driving one fictive H1 neuron; fur- 
thermore, we set 90 = 0. This implements the directional selectivity of 
the H1 cells. Using an “opponency” principle, the output spike train of 
the two cells is 

s i t )  = Cb(t - f T )  - C6(t - t,-). 
I I 

(3.2) 

with {tT> encoding positive velocity and {f,-} encoding negative velocity. 
To gain further insight into the meaning of the filter K, we study the 

response of the model to a step displacement of a pattern (that is, to a 
delta velocity pulse). If s ( t )  = h ( t  - t o )  then 

(3.3) 

and, according to property 2, the mean firing rate of one H1 model neuron 
will be proportional to K ( t  - t o ) .  Hence, we may identify K ( t )  with the 
mean firing rate of H1 in response to a step displacement of a pattern at 
time t = 0. Such experiments have been performed on H1 (Srinivasan 
1983) and it turns out that the response of the cell can be approximated 
(up to a pattern-dependent scale factor p) by an exponential low-pass 

8This theoretical result is valid for any mean interspike interval p > b. In practice 
one expects it to hold true only if p >> b. 
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filter, 

i f t < O  
if t 2 o i" pe-'" K ( t )  = (3.4) 

with a time constant 7 200msec. However, it has been subsequently 
shown that if H1 is allowed to adapt to nonzero velocities (or more 
generally to temporal luminance modulation), the time constant 7 of the 
filter K shortens by more than one order of magnitude (Maddess and 
Laughlin 1985; de Ruyter van Steveninck et al. 1986; Borst and Egelhaaf 
1987). To take this phenomena into account we assume in the following 
that 7 = 20 msec. 

Since H1 integrates spatially the response of elementary motion detec- 
tors in response to a pattern moving in front of the animal, its mean firing 
rate will not in general be proportional to a low-pass filtered version of 
the horizontal component of the velocity vector, as in our model [see 
equation 3.1 and property 2 of the integrate-and-fire neurons with ran- 
dom threshold; Borst et d.  19931. Hence, the model analyzed here is not 
a valid approximation for an arbitrary pattern presented to the fly. How- 
ever, Reichardt and Schlogl (1988) showed that the output of horizontal 
elementary motion detectors (computed by assuming a small time delay 
between the response of two adjacent receptors and by considering only 
linear terms in the distance between the receptors) will be proportional 
to the horizontal component of the velocity for a sufficiently smooth pat- 
tern having independently distributed luminance along the horizontal 
and vertical axis (such as for the random pattern used by Bialek et al. 
1991). Hence, in this approximation and for such patterns, the spatially 
integrated response of motion detectors will be proportional to the hori- 
zontal component of the velocity, with a pattern-dependent proportion- 
ality constant (see equation 3.4). As explained in equation 3.3, we also 
assume a low-pass filtering of the instantaneous velocity in our model. 
The range of velocities and velocity modulation for which this approxi- 
mation is expected to hold will in general be pattern-dependent: it has 
been investigated by Egelhaaf and Reichardt (1987) for HS cells in the 
case of sinusoidal gratings. To the best or our knowledge, no equivalent 
experiments have been yet performed on H1. 

Assumption 2. We neglect the absolute refractory period (and set 6 = 0 
in the following). 

Assumption 3. We assume the threshold probability density distribution 
to be exponentially distributed, 

p ( k )  cx eCk 

Assumptions 2 and 3 represent a convenient first approximation of 
the response of H1 to velocity signals, since they allow us to compute 
analytically the optimal decoding filter h for random velocity stimuli, as  
we report in the next section. 
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4 Results 

Under Assumptions 1 to 3 of the preceding section, the spike trains of 
our two model H1 neurons in response to a given velocity sample of the 
stimulus ensemble are equivalent to nonhomogeneous Poisson processes 
(Gestri 1971). This important simplification allows us to compute analyt- 
ically the decoding filter c(w) in the frequency domain. If x(t) is given 
by equation 3.2, we obtain, 

where 

(4.1) 

and 

is the mean firing rate of both neurons (mean firing rate per neuron: 
XK/2).  The signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructions (see Section 2) can 
be computed from these formulas, 

S n m ( w )  = 1 + - ~ K ( W ) 1 2 S , , ( W )  
1 -  

A K  
(4.2) 

and ILB is then obtained using equation 2.6. For an exponential low-pass 
filter K ( t )  (see last section) the Fourier transform k ( w )  is given by 

T / )  K(w)  = -. 
1 - iWT 

A result similar to equation 4.1 has been obtained for the first-order 
estimation of time-varying signals by saddle-point approximation in a 
model of a single neuron with an exponential dependence of the mean 
firing rate on the signal (Bialek 1989; Bialek and Zee 1990). 

From the formula for h^(w) and S A J X ( w )  several conclusions can be 
drawn. 

1. The optimal linear reconstruction filter and the signal-to-noise ratio 
depend on the statistics of the stimulus in a nontrivial way. This 
implies that in our model, a change of the stimulus ensemble in 
the range of frequencies encoded by the cell will lead to a different 
filter h and to a different signal-to-noise ratio. 

2. The optimal linear filter lz and the signal-to-noise ratio depend on 
the firing rate of the neuron pair. This is most easily seen by scaling 
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the filter K by a positive constant 7.  If 

R ( w )  --+ W ( w )  = qR(w) .  7 > 0, 

then 

and 

(4.4) 

We see from this last equation that the relative weighting of the 
two factors XK and /k(u)I’ S,,(w) in the denominator depends on r/ 
(or equivalently on the firing rate of the neurons, see equation 4.3). 
This implies that as the mean firing rate of the neurons changes, 
the shape of the decoding filter h will change as well. The second 
term in equation 4.2 for the signal-to-noise ratio can be shown to 
depend linearly on the mean firing rate by a similar argument. 

3. In the limit of low firing rates, the optimal linear decoding filter h is 
given by the reverse-correlation of the spike train and the stimulus. 
This follows from equation 4.4 since as r/ tends to zero, 

1 -  1 
i ( T / ) ( w )  + -K(-w) S,,(w) = -Ssx(-u) (7) + 0). A K  X K  

so that Fourier transforming back, 

This corresponds, up to a constant factor, to the reverse-correlation 
of the stimulus and the spike train. 

As illustrated in the following example, these three effects are clearly 
seen for mean firing rates that are expected to be in the physiological 
range. 

Numerical example. In Figure 2, a gaussian white noise stimulus with 
cut-off frequency fc = 1000 Hz and a standard deviation 0 = 132 deg/sec 
(Bialek et al. 1991) as well as sample spike trains generated by two H1 
model neurons in response to the stimulus are shown. The mean firing 
rate of each neuron was 100 Hz and the time constant of the exponential 
low-pass filter K was 7 = 20 msec (see Section 3) .  Figure 3A-C shows the 
optimal decoding filters computed numerically and from equation 4.1 for 
the same stimulus and for model neurons firing at 5,50, and 100 Hz. As 
is clearly seen, the shape of the optimal decoding filter varies with the fir- 
ing rate. For comparison, Figure 3D shows the decoding filter obtained 
for two model neurons firing at the same frequency as in Figure 3C 
(100Hz per neuron), but in response to a white noise signal having a 
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A C 
degion: 

e” 0.004 

G 0.001 
n 

velocity deg/on: 

d&ec‘ 

time 

frequency HZ 

20 ms 
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Figure 2: Sample spike trains generated by the model neurons in response to 
white noise. (A) The upper part o f  the graph shows tlie white noise velocity 
signal and  the lower part the corresponding action potentials of two simulated, 
half-wave rectified neurons. Notice the occurrence of closely spaced action po- 
tentials (thicker lines) resulting irorn the absence of a refractory period in our 
model. (B)  A portion ot the same signal and spike train as in A is shown at a 
magnified time scale. (C) Properties of  the white noise stimulus s (  t ) .  The up- 
per graph shows tlie gaussian distribution of velocity (mean value: 0 deg/sec, 
standard deviation: 132 deg/sec), tlw middle graph the autocorrelation of the 
white noise, and the l o ~ r  graph its one-sided power spectrum (cut-off fre- 
quency: 1000 Hz). 
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B 
mean firing rate: 50 Hz 
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Figure 3: Comparison of optimal theoretical filters h ( t )  with those obtained 
from numerical simulations at different firing rates. In simulations, the filters 
were calculated as explained in Section 2; 100 sweeps of 1 sec each were used 
to compute S,, and S x x .  The smooth curves are the theoretical predictions and 
were obtained by numerically Fourier transforming equation 4.1 to the time 
domain. (A, B, and C) Filters obtained at mean firing rates ( X K / ~ )  of 5, 50, and 
100 Hz per neuron (cut-off frequency of the white noise signal, fc = 1000 Hz). 
The high-frequency noise in the numerical calculations decreases as the number 
of collected action potentials increases. Notice the progressive shortening of the 
integration window at negative times and the appearance of a negative velocity 
peak for t > 0. (D) Filter obtained with a white noise signal having a cut-off 
frequency f c  = 100 Hz for two neurons firing each at a frequency of 100 Hz. 
The high-frequency noise due to the poor encoding of high frequencies by the 
neuron models in A-C has disappeared. 
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cut-off frequency of 100 Hz (standard deviation of the signal in the time 
domain cr = 132deg/sec). As predicted by equation 4.1, the change in 
statistics of the signal leads to a different filter than in Figure 3C. Fur- 
thermore, the high-frequency noise contaminating the numerical filters 
of Figure 3A-C has disappeared (an explanation will be given below). 

The lower bound ILB (in bit/sec) on the rate at which the two neu- 
rons transmit information about the stimulus and the relative mean error 
(F, = @, see Section 2) can be estimated analytically and numerically 
(Gabbiani 1995, Sect. 6). The analytical calculation leads to 

and 

1 Y 
27r log(2) ILB = 

1 + 2 G a r c t a n  T ( rwc ) - za rc t an rq  

where 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

n2 r X K  y = -  
2 arctanrw, 

Notice that in contrast to the mean square error c2, the lower bound I L B  

does not depend on the standard deviation of the white noise signal 
in the time domain. Both c, and I L B  vary with the mean firing rate 
(XK) of the two neurons as well as with the cut-off frequency bC) of 
the stimulus. From equations 4.5 and 4.6 it is easy to see that F' is a 
monotonically decreasing function of XK, whereas I L B  is a monotonically 
increasing function of XK. In the limit of low firing rates, XK + 0, 

and 

I L B  + 0. 

whereas for large firing rates, XK -+ 03, 

E ,  --+ 0 F 2  + 0,  

and 

1LB + co. 

The latter limit is, however, not an appropriate approximation for our sys- 
tem: E ,  and ILB/2 (the rate of information transmitted by a single neuron) 
are plotted as a function of the firing rate per neuron (XK/2) for a stimu- 
lus having a standard deviation cr = 132 deg/sec and a cut-off frequency 
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Figure 4: Comparison of signal and reconstructions before and after filtering 
with a 5 msec half-width gaussian filter. (A) Original signal. (B) Same signal as 
in A, but smoothed using a 5 msec half-width gaussian filter. (C) Reconstructed 
signal; relative mean error Fr = 0.98. (D) Superposition of the filtered signal 
and filtered reconstruction; relative mean error tr = 0.73. (E, F) Relative mean 
error and rate of information transmission of each neuron (1LB/2, in bit/sec) 
as a function of the mean firing frequency per neuron ( X K / ~ )  for the particular 
stimulus ensemble shown in A (filled dots) and for an ensemble having the 
same standard deviation as in A, but a cut-off frequency of 100Hz (squares). 
The choice of an appropriate stimulus bandwidth strongly decreases the mean 
square error without changing significantly ILB. 
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f, = 1000 Ilz in Figure 4E and F (filled dots). We obtain 1~812 2 50 bit/sec 
when each model neuron fires at a frequency of 100 Hz. The relative mean 
error in the reconstructions is, however, very high, c, = 0.98, indicating 
a poor reconstruction: only 1 - 0.98 = 2‘7( of the stimulus is effectively 
encoded in the spike trains of the cells. This is further illustrated in 
Figure 1 A  and C. As observed by Bialek c’ t  nl .  (19911, if we smooth the 
stimulus and reconstructions Ivith a 5 msec half-width gaussian filter the 
quality of the reconstructions (as measured by f , )  increases considerably 
to f ,  = 0.73 (see Fig. 3B and D). In our model, this is a consequence of 
the low-pass filtering by K of the stimulus 5 prior to tlie spike-generating 
mechanism. A time constant i- .= 20nisec for the filter K implies that 
frequencies in  tlie signal above 100 Hz are strongly attenuated and not 
well encoded by the two model neurons. Hence, although the neurons 
transmit a significant amount of information in tlie frequency band from 
0 to 100 Hz, the quality of tlie reconstructions as measured by t ,  cannot 
be significantly better than chance, since the neurons transmit almost no 
information in the frecluency band between 100 and 100OHz. This is in 
agreement with equations 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6 for f, and I L B  presented in 
Section 2. By smoothing the stimulus and reconstructions with a 5 msec 
half-width gaussian filter we strongly suppress the high frequencies in 
the stimulus ensemble, thereby revealing the improved accuracy of the 
reconstructions at low frequencies. As discussed in Section 3, a similar 
low-pass filtering is expected in the ily H1 cell and it has indeed been 
reported that in experimental reconstructions, tlie H1 neuron provides in- 
formation about the stimulus mainly for frequencies below 25 Hz (Bialek 
ct n l .  1991, Fig. 3).  Similar or lower temporal cut-off frequencies in neu- 
rons respunding to visual stimuli have also been observed in cat striate 
cortex and monkey area V1 (DeAngelis t? a/. 1993; Richmond d a/. 1994). 
Finally, we plotted for tlie same firing rates in  Figure 4E and F the relative 
mean error and lower bound on the information transmission rate for a 
white noise stimulus having the same standard deviation in the time do- 
main as the previous one but with a cut-off frequency fc = 100 Hz (open 
squares). In both cases (f, = 100 and f, = 1000 Hz), peak signal-to-noise 
ratios increase linearly with mean firing rate from a minimum of 1.5 at a 
firing rate Ah. 12 = 10 Hz up  to a maximal value of 16 for XK/2 = 100 Hz 
(see equation 4.2). The rate of information transmission remains almost 
unchanged compared to the pre\Jious example (as expected from equa- 
tion 2.6, since the signal still covers the frequency range in which the 
model neurons effectively transmit information) but the quality of the 
linear recontructions as measured by 6 ,  improves significantly. Clearly, a 
reduction in the bandwith of the stimulus ensemble always leads to a re- 
duction of the relative mean error f ,  (see equation 4.5, F‘ - 0 as dC + 0). 
However, as soon as the bandwith of the stimulus becomes smaller than 
the frequency range in which tlie cell transmits information, ILB decreases 
in parallel with f, (in the limit li, - 0, I L B  - 0 as well, see equation 4.6); 
this is not observed in the example of Figure 4E and F. 
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From equations 2.6 and 4.6 it is also possible to study the prop- 
erties of the lower bound on the rate of information transmitted per 
spike, 1s = ILB/XK. In the example shown in Figure 4F, IS ranges from 
-, 1 bit/spike (when each neuron fires at a rate XK/2 = 10Hz) down to 
-, 0.5 bit/spike (for XK/2 = 100Hz); these values are similar to those 
observed experimentally in H1 (-, 0.75 bit/spike; Rieke 1991). As can 
be seen in this example, 1s is a monotonically decreasing function of the 
firing rate of the neurons. Furthermore, it can be shown that 

Is 1 0  (XK + cx) 

and 
7l Is+-= - 1.13 bit/spike 

4 log(2) 
This latter limit is independent of the statistical properties of the stimulus 
and of the filter K describing the linear processing of the signal prior to 
half-wave rectification and the spike mechanism. Hence, the model of 
a linear and half-wave rectifying neuron with exponentially distributed 
random threshold studied here cannot reproduce the higher values for 
Is (- 3 bit/spike) observed experimentally in other preparations (Rieke 
et al. 1993). 

5 Discussion 

In this work, we analyzed and refined various aspects of the linear recon- 
struction method pioneered by Bialek and collaborators using analytical 
and numerical techniques. In brief, this method allows one to reconstruct 
the time-varying input signal from the spike train of a single neuron. We 
here argue that two different measures should be used to quantify the 
performance of this signal reconstruction method: the relative mean er- 
ror, E * ,  and the lower bound on the rate of information transmitted by 
the estimated stimulus on the true stimulus, ILB. 

To apply the methods discussed in this paper, the following assump- 
tions need to be made: (1) both the stimulus as well as the spike train 
must be (weakly) stationary, (2) ensemble averages must be replaced by 
time averages in numerical calculations (that is, the spike trains of the 
neuron and the sample functions of the stimulus must be jointly ergo&), 
and (3)  deterministic components in the stimulus or spike train samples 
need to be subtracted prior to the reconstruction (see footnote 1). In ad- 
dition, the lower bound ILB can be computed only by further assuming 
that the stimulus ensemble is gaussian and ~ a n ~ w i d t ~  iirnited. No such 
assumption needs to be made for the rest of the least-square signal re- 
construction procedure. However, the ”effective noise” introduced in 
Section 2 needs to be neither gaussian nor independent of the stimulus. 

Using these assumptions, we derived a simplified model of motion 
encoding by H1 neurons based on the one developed by Gestri et al .  
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(1980) to fit their experimental data. We also derived closed analytical 
formulas for the reconstruction filter in the frequency domain, the mean 
square error, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the lower bound on the rate 
of information transmission, and showed that for a plausible choice of 
parameters, our model reproduces qualitatively several aspects of the re- 
construction experiments performed by Bialek ef al. (1991). Because of the 
simplifications that were made, our model can by no means reproduce 
all of their results. For example, a meaningful comparison of the noise in 
the reconstructions with the noise at the photoreceptor level (see Fig. 3 
of Bialek ef aI. 1991) would require modeling the elementary motion de- 
tection circuitry presynaptic to H1 as well as including a more realistic 
distribution of the noise that was placed at the spiking threshold mecha- 
nism in Section 3. Nevertheless, the assumptions underlying our model 
have been clearly isolated, allowing it to be completely understood. 

In Sections 2 and 4, the quality of reconstructions was assessed by 
computing the relative mean error F ,  (see equations 2.2, 2.5, and 4.5) in 
addition to the lower bound I L B  used in earlier works (Bialek et al. 1991; 
Rieke ef al. 1993). Computing the mean relative error, as well as the 
rate of information transmission in different cases, allows us to study the 
significance of a measured rate of information transmission in terms of 
the reconstruction performance of the cell. Why use F, to characterize the 
performance of the reconstruction method? 

Two important properties of the relative mean error are (1) it can be 
computed under far less restrictive assumptions on the stimulus than I L ~  
and (2) it compares directly stimulus and reconstructions in the time do- 
main. This is, of course, the primary reason why the least-square metric 
is commonly used in engineering and other applications, where a sig- 
nal and a reconstructed or corrupted version of this signal need to be 
compared. In contrast, as shown by equation 2.6 and by the numerical 
example of Section 4, I L B  is able to reveal effective information trans- 
mission in a given frequency band but it does not compare directly the 
presented stimulus with the reconstructed one. It is for example possi- 
ble for a model neuron to transmit N 50 bit/sec of information about a 
time-varying stimulus, yet to reproduce less than 3% of that stimulus (see 
Fig. 4A and C as well as E and F for the parameters CT = 132 deg/sec, 
fc = 1000 Hz, and XK/2 = 100 Hz). If, on the other hand, the cut-off 
frequency of the stimulus is chosen differently, the same model neuron 
firing at the same rate can now reproduce more than 20% of the stimulus 
for a similar value of I L B  (see Fig. 4E and F for the parameters = 132 
deg/sec, fc = 100 Hz, and &/2 = 100 Hz). Hence, in these examples ILB 
does not determine which portion of a time-varying stimulus is encoded 
in the spike train of a cell in the mean square sense. Furthermore, if the 
stimulus ensemble contains significant power in a frequency range that is 
not encoded by the cell, this part of the power spectrum contributes en- 
tirely to the mean square error (see Section 2, equation 2.4 and Section 4, 
numerical example, fc = 1000 Hz). It is therefore necessary-to deter- 
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mine which portion of a time-varying signal can be encoded by a cell in 
the mean square sense-to compute the experimental mean square error 
using equation 2.2 and to choose stimuli whose bandwidth is matched 
to the encoding possibilities of the recorded cell. 

Finally, if more natural stimulus ensembles are used to drive our 
model neurons, the rates of information transmission ILB obtained are 
lower than those obtained using white noise (Gabbiani 1995). In spite of 
this, the mean relative error in signal reconstructions decreases compared 
to white noise stimuli, showing that a better performance is achieved. 
This shows that both ILB and E ,  depend on the stimulus ensemble chosen 
to drive the cell and that while I L B  is likely to be overestimated by the 
choice of white noise stimuli, the performance of the cell (F,) is likely to 
be underestimated. 

The closed formula for the reconstruction filter of our model depends 
on the statistics of the stimulus ensemble as well as on the mean firing 
rate of the cell (see Section 4, properties 1 and 2). This theoretical result 
was shown to translate into changes of the reconstruction filter when the 
mean firing rate of the model was varied in the physiological range (see 
Fig. 3). We therefore expect that by using different stimulus ensembles 
in the range of frequencies encoded by the cell (for example, different 
bandwidths), one can demonstrate changes in the shape of experimen- 
tal reconstruction filters.’ While in a natural environment the ensemble 
distribution of stimuli (such as velocity signals) encoded by a cell might 
not change significantly over time, the firing rate of a neuron is expected 
to change (with the mean contrast of the visual scene for example). This 
also implies in our model a change of the reconstruction filter. Hence, 
our results do not lend support to the idea that single synapses might 
serve as decoders of presynaptic spike trains, as suggested by Bialek et al. 
(1991), since the decoding algorithm might depend on additional param- 
eters of the stimulus ensemble or on biophysical properties such as the 
firing rate of a cell. However, our results cannot be regarded as con- 
clusive in this respect because effects that were not directly taken into 
account here (such as firing rate adaptation or saturation) might play 
an important role in determining the shape of k .  In the case of the H1 
neuron, for example, it will be of interest to relate the changes (or the 
invariance) of k to the biophysical properties of H1 and its presynaptic 
elements. 

As demonstrated by property 3 of Section 4, the optimal reconstruc- 
tion filter in the class of models considered here coincides with the 
reverse-correlation function in the limit of low firing rates. This rig- 
orous result is of interest since it establishes a clear connection between 
reconstructions and the more traditional reverse-correlation method that 
has been extensively used to study the auditory and visual systems. It 
confirms the intuition that (in the limit of low firing rates) the optimal es- 

9Up to now, only changes in the spatial characteristics of the stimulus ensemble have 
been tested (see Bialek rf ill. 1991). 
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timate of the stimulus preceding a spike is given by reverse-correlation. 
Furthermore, it offers an explanation for the observation that reverse- 
correlation can be a successful method of reconstruction in certain cases 
(Gielen ef nl.  1988). 

Finally, ~ ‘ e  wish to point out that the reconstructions performed on  H1 
in the house fly and  on  cells in other animals, as well as this theoretical 
work, leave totally open the important problem of determining whether 
the information on a time-varying stimulus that can be encoded in a 
neuronal spike train is actually used by the organism, i.e., the problem 
of correlating measures such a s  I L B  and c, with the behavior of the animal. 
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